PART # | A  | B  | C  
--- | --- | --- | ---
VP-F16PED | 16" | 5" | 15"
VP-F18PED | 18" | 5" | 17"
VP-F22PED | 22" | 5" | 21"
VP-F24PED | 24" | 5" | 23"
VP-F28PED | 28" | 5" | 27"

PART # | A  | B  | C  
--- | --- | --- | ---
VP-PK16PED | 16" | 6" | 15"
VP-PK18PED | 18" | 6" | 17"
VP-PK22PED | 22" | 6" | 21"
VP-PK24PED | 24" | 6 1/2" | 23"
VP-PK28PED | 28" | 7" | 27"